invites you to the Twelfth Interfaith Dinner Dialogue
Sunday, March 31st, 5:00pm to 8:00pm
Host Location: IMAN Center of Kirkland
515 State St S, Kirkland

Catered Halal Dinner (donation of $10 per plate suggested)
(No potluck this time—please do not bring any food)

“The Question of Evil”
Panel discussion from a variety of world religions
Stimulating interfaith discussions among participants

RSVP at https://tinyurl.com/FireMar2019

To respect the practices of our host faith community, please dress modestly (arms and legs covered, no low necklines). Women should wear head scarves; some will be available for those who do not bring their own. Guests will be asked to remove their shoes to protect the flooring and carpets in the prayer hall. People traditionally sit on the floor, but chairs will be available for those who need them. It is not traditional for men or women to shake hands when greeting persons of the opposite gender.